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Can you provide a brief overview of your research background, including how you came to do 
research related to organisational design? 

My research focuses on understanding, from a foundational standpoint, the mathematical models 
used by economics to understand strategic behavior. This strategic behavior can be encountered in 
every aspect of real life and then, of course, in the field of organisational design where strategic 
behavior has stronger consequences on the outcomes than in markets. 

What are focusing your research efforts on at the present? 

Understanding the informational properties that we need in bargaining scenarios within organisations 
so that the induced bargaining outcomes are guaranteed to be efficient. I am also studying economic 
models used to aggregate information and preferences to analyze decision processes where a 
relatively large number of agents is involved.  

What has been your major research achievement to date? 

I have identified the decision theoretical methods to analyse strategic behaviour in environments 
when the exact number of individuals involved in the decision making project is unknown. This can 
help models designed to explain behaviour in large organisations.   
 

How do you think research on organisational design will develop over the next five to ten 
years? 

We will have a better understanding about how social norms and behavioral institutions emerge within 
organisations and why and how those are maintained or changed. This will help understand better 
why there is persistence of successful companies in some industries and not in others.  
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If you had the ear of an influential politician such as a Prime Minister in Asia, what would tell 
him or her about your research and what they should do based on it? 

My research informs other economists in a methodological way. I would make an argument as to why 
incentivising effective and truthful communication between parties in any organisation is so important 
for its success and refer to research in economic pointing in that direction.  

 


